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ABSTRACT

There are many types of instruments that have been used for monitoring the

high risk slopes as a precaution to prevent the loss of lives. Unfortunately, there is

no such works of installation slope monitoring instrumentation as detectors and

preventive actions before the slope failure. Automatic Wireless Accelerometer

Monitoring System (AWAM) is a new device of monitoring system using

accelerometer to be introduced in this research. It is more efficient than

conventional techniques and less expensive. The application and operation of this

system does not interrupted by physical obstacles, different climate conditions, and

the construction works at site. In addition, no contact is required since the

accelerometers are installed on the slope. Consequently, geomorphology limitations

are not considered as limitations of the system operation. This study is to

demonstrate the sensor database system by AWAM and the effectiveness of the

device to monitor slope failures and act as a warning sign. It were presented in two

parts; the first part consist of the physical modelling calibration test from sensor

database system (AWAM device) and from load cell test, the second part will

discuss on the numerical model simulated by using software (SlopelW and

LimitState) and the data from vane shear test. The AWAM device can be used as a

monitoring system to detect soil movements. However, accelerometers were able to

give AWAM 's readings if the device is moving in tilting modes.



















CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

Slope engineering is one of the areas of expertise in civil engineering.

Malaysia as a country that experienced rainfall throughout the year often gets

reports of accidents due to slope failure. Failure of a slope especially when

involving a large scale will give an impact to the human to feel insecure. Fatalities

due to these failures are something that has to be prevented such as precautions by

the government. Even though at times there were no deaths, failure of a slope have

bad implications to the economy of a country, delays in construction project,

destruction of properties and numerous other problems.

The main cause of slope failure is due to the presence of water such as

groundwater or surface runoff due to the rain. Besides that, slope failure can occur

before, during and after construction. The problem during designing the slope is due

to the less of experienced engineers is one of the factors that can contribute to slope

failure. Site investigation is very important and necessary for designing the slope.

Site Investigation is the process in which all relevant information concerning the

site of a proposed civil engineering or building development and its surrounding

area is gathered. Ground investigation is a narrower process, involving the

acquisition on the ground conditions in and around a site.
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Site investigation is important for gathering of all the information on ground

conditions which might be relevant for design and construction on a particular site.

The most important data to be produced first by a designer is the subsoil profile

with respect to subsoil properties, shear strength and groundwater condition, etc.

These data are indispensable to the designer to produce a generalized subsoil profile

or ground characterization for slope design. How many boreholes and what tests are

necessary to be done to obtain the necessary subsoil data for a site depend very

much on the experience and knowledge of the designer about the local geology and

with particular reference to historical use of the site, environmental constraints and

the general stability of the existing site conditions.

Failure of providing enough information from site investigation will cause

the contractor to encounter a lot of problems during the design stage as well as

during construction period. In addition, construction works will be delayed due to

several unforeseen circumstances due to insufficient information gathered from the

site investigation reports.

After the construction, routine maintenance is necessary to keep the slope

safe. Lack of maintenance of the slopes and retaining wall will contribute to disaster

like landslide. Routine maintenance inspections should be done in a certain time

period to ensure that the slopes are in a safe condition. The drainage system must be

maintained so that it works well to drain the water out from the slopes.
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1.2 Background

Landslides always happen especially during the rainy season. Many cases

have been recorded as landslides in Malaysia that made a big impact to the society.

One adverse events that is still remembered until today is a tragedy of Highland

Tower on December 11, 1993 in Park Hillview, Ulu Klang, Selangor, Malaysia .

The incident has claimed the lives of 48 citizens when one of the apartment building

collapsed due to slope failure. This failure is caused by the rapid development in the

hilly area known as Bukit Antarabangsa Development Project. Factor of water from

surrounding development and monsoon rains at the end of the year is the major

cause of this catastrophe. After the tragedy, a series of landslides occurred around

there in which it also has claimed many lives. (Refer Table 1)

Landslide on 21 May 2011 once again led to tragedy tears. The adverse

events that killed 16 peoples with 15 people from them are residents of orphans

Hidayah Madrasah Al -Taqwa in Hulu Langat. This incident was also caused by the

heavy rains that occurred a few days before the incident.

Figure 1.1: The Landslides at Hulu Langat Have Killed 16 People, of Whom 14

were Children Resident in the Orphanage. (www.dailymail.co.uk/news)
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Table 1.1: Historical of Major Landslide in Malaysia 1993 - 2013

Date of

Occurrence

Landslide Location

(Name)

Fatality

(Nos)

Injury

(Nos)

Highway

Closure

11 December 1993 Highland Towers 48 - -

30 Jun 1995 Genting Sempah 20 22 -

6 January 1996 Km 303.8, Gua

Tempurung

1 - Yes

29 August 1996 Pos Dipang, Perak 38 - -

26 December 1996 Keningau, Sabah 302 - -

20 November 2002 Taman Hillview 8 - -

26 October 2003 Km 21.8, Bukit Lanjan - - Yes

12 October 2004 Km 303, Gua

Tempurung

- 1 Yes

31 May 2006 Kg. Pasir, Ulu Kelang 4 - -

6 December 2008 Bukit Antarabangsa 4 15 -

21 May 2011 Hulu Langat 16 - -

There are many types of instruments that have been used for monitoring the

slopes at high risk. One of the instruments used is inclinometer. Inclinometer is

used to monitor the lateral earth movements (deformation) especially in landslide

area and embankment. They are also used to monitor the deflection of retaining wall

and piles under load. Other instrumentation that been used nowadays is a Robotic

Total Station. This is a new technology by integrating high precision land

surveying instrument with proven real time communication technology. The main

function of this instrumentation is to provide a total integrated deformation

monitoring solution, operating continuously with analysis intelligent and early

warning system. This system (source from http://www.tmcsis.com/?loc=news) will

be able to:

i) Monitor all the selected critical monitoring points

ii) Measure continuously at a specified interval

iii) Send the observed data automatically to main server

iv) Calculate automatically the differences to identify movement

v) Send out warning to personals thru SMS once the movement exceeded the

permitted tolerance.
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1.3 Problem Statement

As of today, slope failures still occurs despite various improvement done in

the design, taking into account the factor of safety and maintenance work routinely

performed. Although mistakes have been learnt, fatal accidents due to slope failures

can't be prevented. One of the factors is lack monitoring work primarily on high-

risk slopes. Besides, the occurrence of heavy rain is something that cannot be

avoided to control the landslides. However, by monitoring the high risk slopes it

will be a precaution to prevent the loss of life. Unfortunately, there is no such works

of installation slope monitoring instrumentation as detectors and preventive actions

before the slope failure.

There are few techniques to determine the performance of slope by

monitoring the initial movements that cause deformations just before the slope

collapsed. However, current practice in Malaysia and the implementation of slope

monitoring work is often neglected as the cost and maintenance of instrumentation

is high. Conventional instrumentation for monitoring deformation have a limitations

such as a factor of geomorphology at the area, physical obstacles, different climate

conditions, and the on-going construction work on the site. These limitations will

cause an expensive of the equipment to be purchased. Besides that, the

transmission of the data is a main problem with addition to the absence of electricity

supply since most slopes are isolated and away from the power source. This method

also needs a team to supervise, monitor and take a readings manually.
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1.4 Importance of Study

This research is intended to develop a monitoring instrumentation for slope.

This instrumentation will give a benefit on the monitoring of deformation that

occurs on slope area. The objectives for this thesis are:

i) To propose the concept of automatic and wireless by using an accelerometer

for monitoring system.

ii) To conduct a small-scale physical laboratory testing to calibrate the system

and detect the signal of failure.

iii) To introduce a new product of slope monitoring system with less cost,

friendly user and more effective.

 Automatic Wireless Accelerometer Monitoring System (AWAM)

1.5 Scope of Study

Automatic wireless accelerometer monitoring (AWAM) system will

implement an early warning system that can be achieved by using real-time data

that is programmed to send a signal when it reach a critical value to cause slope

failure. The main components (hardware and software) of the system are as follows:

i) Data provider Accelerometers

ii) Communication provider

iii) Data acquisition and analysis devices

iv) Data acquisition and analysis software

Physical model test was constructed in the laboratory to obtain an appropriate

variable factor for the system. The tests were carried out with the concept of load

increment until it reach a failure.
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